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Are you proactive, result oriented and above all do you have the ambition to deliver results together with the
client? Using IT effectively can play a major role. An example of a qualitative lever is a business strategy
around industrial consumerism. From a technology standpoint, a set of digital technologies are settling down
to form the foundation of digital transformations resulting in: Autonomous robots â€” which are enabling
smart, connected and intelligent machines to collaborate alongside humans in transforming business processes.
The primary challenge it addresses is time to market â€” not only does it takes an enormous effort to bring
innovation to market but also some laser focused discipline to pivot on a shifted business strategy, thinking,
and core competency that is away from a products-first and into a needs-first, outcome-driven innovation
model. End to end supply chain visibility. Predicting the future with perfect clarity is impossible. Do you have
a passion for finance, technology, and digital developments? Clients are encouraged to first try using the
execution engine before they buy fully into it. Take a phased approach. The framework for digital
transformations hence needs to be constantly assessed, analyzed and refreshed to take advantage of the rapid
advancements. Once used and implemented, and once the value realization benefits are obtained through DSF,
the clients gain an innovation engine and a well-established factory for building, hardening, and offering
digital services to their end customers. In an ever-changing corporate world, finance teams have become the
first responders. Align business and finance processes everywhere. Nothing succeeds like success, and
leveraging the Industry X. The digital technologies e. Another aspect of a digital transformation that should
not be underestimated is the change it will bring to your employees and customers and that is why it is so
important to make sure your employees can effectively connect with your customers as they are the most
important change agents towards the external world. Once the feasibility of the approach had been established,
the team engaged CloudBees and deployed CloudBees Jenkins Platform. Response time is more crucial than
ever. Read on for a summary of his findings. Reduction of total maintenance cost â€” proactive reduction of
repair and fix cycles. The Industry X. Rearchitect the ecosystem â€” to identify, assemble and liaise with the
right ecosystem partners to drive innovation and differentiated capabilities. Build the workforce â€” in a
commensurate capacity by new skilling, re-skilling, and upskilling the next generation talent. Accenture uses
the framework called ZBx where it applies its uniquely tailored techniques of Zero-Based budgeting to spend
ZBs , to supply chain ZBSC , among other pertinent dimensions. You work together with talented colleagues
from all over the world on challenging projects for the highest ranked international businesses. Choose
flexible technology for performance management. Moving from Excel to a more automated and intelligent
EPM approach takes time and focus. IIoT â€” i. The true value came when Schneider Electric realized its time
horizons from ideation to field enablement were cut from its typical three-year timelines down to a whopping
eight-month cycle. Accenture is an equal opportunities employer and welcomes applications from all sections
of society and does not discriminate on grounds of race, religion or belief, ethnic or national origin, disability,
age, citizenship, marital, domestic or civil partnership status, sexual orientation, or gender identity.


